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N ate on Symmetric Designs and Projective Spaces * 
WILLIAM M. KANTOR 

In this note we shall prove the following result. 

Theorem. Let rjJ be a symmetric design with 

v=(qd+1_1)/(q_l), k=(qd_1)/(q-1) and },=(qd-l_l)l(q_1) 

for some prime power q and some integer d;;::; 2_ Then rjJ is isomorphic to the design 
of points and hyperplanes of the desarguesian projective space PG(d, q) if (and 
only if) !!fi has an automorphism group 2-transitive on its points. 

This can be regarded as an axiomatization of finite projective spaces in 
terms of simple combinatorial and homogeneity conditions. We note that there 
are many examples of symmetric designs with the above v, k, A, even when 
),> 1 [1, pp.113-114]. 

Special cases of this theorem are found in [3], §§ 9-10. The present proof is 
quite different from and much simpler than those of [3]. We remark that the 
following argument can be refined to give some information concerning 
2-transitive symmetric designs in which k - A is a power of a prime not dividing v. 

Let !!fi be as in the theorem and set r = Aut!!fi. The line x y determined by 
a pair of distinct points x, y is the intersection of all the blocks containing x 
and y. All lines have the same number m+ 1 of points. There is a unique line 
containing two given distinct points [1, p. 65]. 

By the Ostrom-Wagner theorem [4] we may assume that }, > 1. Let q = pe 
with p a prime. If Band C are distinct blocks and XE B n C there are (k -l)1m 
lines in B through x and (A -1 )/m lines in B n C through x. Then m I k - A = qd-l. 
Also, m+1~(v-},)/(k-A)=q+1 [1, p.65]. By the Dembowski-Wagner 
theorem [2] our result will hold ifm=q. We have m=pJ withf~e. 

Since (v, k) = 1, by [1, p. 79] if x =1= y then T,.y is transitive on the blocks on x 
not on y. There are k- A = qd-l such blocks. It follows that a Sylow p-subgroup 
I of T,.y is also transitive on the blocks on x not on y. 

I acts on the v -(m+ 1) points not in x y. Here 

v - (m + 1)= q(qd -1)1(q -1)-m. 

Assume that m<q. Then pm,rv-(m+1). There is thus a point zt/=xy such 
that IzII =pi~m. Then 

IBIzl = lIz: IZBI = II: IBIIIB: IZBI/II :Izi ~ qd-l/pi ~ qd-l/m 
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for each block B on x not on y. Since yrf= x z we can choose B so that x, Z E Band 
yrf=B. Then each block in BIz is on x and z. Thus, 

(qd-l_l)!(q -1)=),~ I BIz I ~ l-l!m= pe-f qd-2 ~p qd-2, 

which is impossible. 

Consequently, m=q, which proves the theorem. 
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